Modern Pastes
Fishmeal based paste fishing in the summer in the Warren can produce superb results and catch fish when
other methods fail. My best day this season was in August 2005 when I had 4 carp to 18lb on
quivertipped paste from the Square. I would have had more but my rod broke on the 5th fish.
Since the majority of paste fishing is done by pole anglers most of the commercial pastes and recipes are
designed for poles and will fly off the hook with the force of the cast when float or feeder fishing.

Making paste suitable for casting
I make my own pastes from standard fishmeal ground baits bought from tackle shops. A bag of ground bait
costing £3-00 will make enough paste to last you a couple of seasons and is far more economic than the tiny
tubs of paste on sale.
The ingredient to add to the ground baits to produce suitable pastes is WHEAT GLUTEN. This is the chemical
present in wheat flour that makes the flour doughy when water is added. Wheat gluten can be bought from
Marriages of Chelmsford an animal feeds shop which has a whole section just devoted to fishing products. A
1kg bag will last you several seasons and costs about £4-00.

Basic recipe for pastes
Take a small cup of your ground bait, add 3 teaspoons of gluten and mix thoroughly. Place in a bait box and
add water a tablespoon at a time, mixing thoroughly between additions. When you have a fairly stiff paste
knead by hand until an even consistency is produced. Leave to stand for about 15 minutes in order for the
gluten to bind. Break the ball of paste open and you should see the strands of gluten binding the paste.

Fig.1
Swimstim Koi groundbait paste
showing gluten strands

Fig.3
Paste just put in water

Fig. 2
High energy marine halibut pellet
groundbait paste showing gluten
strands

Fig. 4
Paste in water after 1 hour

Don’t make the paste too soft. Once in the water it will soften fairly rapidly.
If you are using standard fishmeal ground baits there should be no need for any extra additives. In the
summer I add a small quantity of fish or pellet oil to the paste. This gives an added attraction. You can make
the paste softer by dipping the ball in water and kneading thoroughly. Repeat until the desired consistency is
reached.
You can add more gluten by dipping the paste in water and rolling the ball in gluten powder and kneading
thoroughly. Repeat until the desired level is reached. Wrap it in Clingfilm or keep in a plastic sandwich bag to
prevent it drying out. This paste can be frozen and stored for ages

Using paste on the rig
I never put paste directly on the hook when feeder or float fishing, it is too stiff and would impede the strike.

Using a Korum bait screw

Fig.5
Using the bait screw
Just fit the screw onto the hook and mould the paste around the screw. This provides enough surface area for
the paste to adhere strongly for the cast. Once on the bottom the paste will soften and since the whole hook
is exposed produces a very positive strike.
A very useful piece of equipment when fishing a variety of baits. I t can be removed quickly when using
pellets or corn. The bait screw can also be used to screw a piece of luncheon meat onto the hook.

Cork
If paste is to be your main bait hair rigged cork provides a very useful way of attaching paste, particularly
where there is bottom weed. By adjusting the size of the paste so that the rig is very slow sinking the paste
will not sink into the weed

Fig. 6
Hair rigged cork ball

Fig. 7
Paste on a cork ball

You can make your own cork shapes from old wine corks. These are preferable to shop bought cork balls
(and much cheaper) since the wine cork is much coarser and provides a rougher surface to which the paste
adheres more strongly.

Fig. 8
Homemade cork lozenge to combat blanket weed
A thin lozenge of cork enables you to use a thin disc shaped piece of paste which sits comfortably on top of
blanket weed. Use a thick needle to make a hole through the cork for attaching to the hair.

MARRIAGES animal feed shop
Location
Go over the flyover into Chelmsford. At the
first roundabout drive completely round and
head back towards the flyover. Turn left at
the last road before the flyover (signposted
Moulsham Mill). Marriages is down on the left
and has its own parking space. Ask for a
price list for the fishing products.
There is a large range of bait making material
available in large sacks or in smaller bags.
The range includes a wide variety of pure fish
meals, pellets, biscuit meal , white and brown
crumb,vitalin, mall particle baits , additives,
molasses, several fish oils all at a fraction of
the price you pay in tackle shops. If you use
fishmeal based ground baits regularly it is
well worth purchasing some materials and
having an experiment. I make all my own
ground baits including method mixes with
products obtained from this supplier.

Basic fishmeal ground bait
1part brown crumb
1 part biscuit meal
1 part fish meal
Just mix thoroughly and store in a plastic bag. This ground bait contains no binders and will break up rapidly
in a feeder or thrown in. If a slightly more sticky ground bait is required try adding some white crumb or
semolina.

